Abstract. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) have been identified as a trigger for large geomagnetic storms. A clever idea to provide advance warning of a high-spee• CME approaching the Earth was recently proposed by Hsieh et al. (1992)' ejected solar matter decelerates on its way from the Sun to Earth, energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) are formed in the CME plasma due to recombination, ENAs pass the decelerating CME plasma and arrive first at the Earth.
Introduction
Coronal mass ejections (CME) have been identified as a trigger for large nonrecurrent geomagnetic storms [e.g., would reach tho magnotosphore earlior than tho CME. Wo should noto horo that (1) not all shocks in intorplanotary spaco aro accompanied or produced by CMEs and (2) tho region between tho forward shock and CME is filled by hot fast-moving plasma which would also gonorato fast ENAs. Considoration of complox offects of tho forward shocks preceding CMEs is boyond tho scope of this work and wo assumo horo that geomagnotic storms start when tho CME plasma hnpinges on tho magnetosphoto.
It should bo mado clear that a significant fraction of CMEs do not trodergo any decoleration, and many undergo accoloration, through thoir intoraction with tho solar wind. Tho largo and major geo•nagnotic storm catogories aro of most intorest for advanco storm warning. It is suspected that "tho initial speed of a CME relativo to tho ambient solar wind ahead is probably tho most hnportant factor in detormining if an earthward directed ovont will bo offectivo in oxciting a largo geomagnotic disturbanco" [Gosl#•g, 1993a, p.2644]. Thoroforo wo lhnit our considoration in tiffs work to high-speed CMEs only.
Tho estimatos of tho ENA flux obtained by Hsieh et al. [1992] woro incomploto and did not allow tho feasibility ovaluation of tho proposed teclmiquo for soyoral reasons. First, tho noutral componont is pennanontly prosont in tho "rogular," quiescent solar wind -tho noutral solar wind (NSW). Tho CME-produced ENA flux has to bo compared with tho stationary NSW sinco tho omhancomont of ENA flux, and not just its appearanco, as suggosted by Hsieh et al. [1992] , would boa precursor of tho approaclfing CME. (Wo will fi•rthor refor to such CME-produced ENAs as CMF_./ENAs to distinguish thom from tho ENA flux in tho stationary solar wind, i.o., NSW). Second, both tho quioscont NSW and CME/ENAs aro formed by contributions from sovoral processes and tho reco•nbination in tho oxpmxling solar plasma is only ono sourco of ENAs. It is not yet clear how othor sources compare with tho recombination in tho CME plasma: tho recombination provides a nilnor contnt>ution to tho quiescont NSW [o.g., Holzer, 1977] , but highor nmnber donsities and lowor electron tomperatures typical for CME plasma may (or may not) chango tho relative importanco of difforent processes. Finally, tho modol used by Hsieh et al. [1992] did not tako into account sphorical divergonco of tho CMFJENA flux wlfich wouldlowor their ENA flux estinmtes by 1-2 ordors of magnimdo at 1 AU from tho Stm.
Tho goal of this work is to follow tho or/ginal suggestion by Hsieh et al. [1992] to use ENAs for advanco detection of high-speed CMEs approaching tho Earth and considor in detail tho processes involved. This would allow tho feasibility ovaluation of tho proposed techniquo for advanco geomagnetic storm warning and prediction of storm •nagnitudo and lead to tho detormination of requiromonts for corrospending spacecraft instmmontation. We should also noto that ENA measuremonts in tho solar wind is a natural way of experimontally studying tho ovolution of CMEs as thoy propagato outward from tho Sun. Chango of CME sizo, speed, plasma tomperature and number donsity would manifest itsolf in tho tomporal variations of tho intonsity and enorgy distributions of tho CMFJENA flux.
First, wo will briofly reviow tho concopt of tho NSW, thon updato neutral particlo number donsities insido tho Earth's orbit and calculato tho stationary NSW fiux. Thon, charactoristics of CMF_./ENA flux is obtained and finally, an oxperhnontal approach to tho CME detection is briofiy discussed.
Phenomenon of Neutral Solar Wind
Interactions between charged and neutral particles are common phonomona in spaco plasmas. In tho solar wind theso aro manifested by tho presenco of a solar wind neutral componont (NSW). It was speculated long ago that a largo number of noutral atoms could bo presont in tho solar wind as transionts duo to ojection of solar mattor in violont ovonts [Akasofu, 1964a, bl . Noutral hydrogon atoms in solar prominonces aro obsorved optically, and it is argued that thoy may reach 1 AU [Illing a•ut Hild•r, 1994] . Tho probability to reach I AU without ionization depends strongly on hydrogon atom velocity, solar EUV radiation, and plasma electron tomperamro and it does not oxceed 0.01. The quostion whothor a substantial amount of hydrogon atoms is presont at 1 AU is open. In any caso, if noutrals ojected from the Sun reach tho Earth, thoy would provido an ENA flux in addition to tho flux considored in this paper. In this caso tho advanco warning teclmiquo would be ovon moro officiont.
A small fraction of plasma particles is noutral ovon at high-tomporaturo conditions in tho solar corona. For examplo, neutral atoms aro present in tho oxpmxling solar corona duo to recombination, tho process invoked by Hsieh et al. [1992] . Thoro is, howovor, anothor process that contnlmtes to a buildup of tho NSW: chargo oxchango collisions botween solar wind ions and noutral particles filling intorplanetary spaco. Tho realization of tho fact that intorplanetary spaco is filled with neutral atoms led to tho dovolopmont of a concopt of a permanontly oxisting NSW. Tho two major sources of noutral gas insido tho Earth's orbit aro intorstoHar gas (ISG) penetrating tho solar systom from tho local intorstoHar medium (LISM) and neutralization of solar wind ions by intorplanotary dust. ENAs born in a togion of tho holiosphoric intorfaco would provido only a small contribution. Outgassing of planets produces local emhancomonts of neutral particlo ntm•ber donsity and can bo disregarded in tho framo of tho presont work.
Tho NSW atoms, born in recombination and chargo oxchango processes, moro in an antistmward direction with tho solar wind velocity. Tho NSW atoms aro lost in collisions with tho solar wind olectrons and ions and duo to photoionization by tho solar oxtremo ultraviolet (EUV) radiation. A relativoly high rolocity of tho solar wind (-500 knds) allows many ENAs to travol largo distances without ionization and ovonmally leavo tho holiosphoro.
Tho NSW flux composition, intonsity, and enorgy distribution dopend upon tho solar wind charactoristics and distribution of neutral particles insido tho Earth's orbit arotmd tho Stm. A dovolopmont of tho modol of solar systom penetration by ISG allowed OhO to calculato tho oxpected neutral atom number donsities in intorplanetary spaco [Fahr, 1968a] . This modol was used to obtain an NSW flint [Fahr, 1968b; Blum and Fahr, 1970] The ISG fills the entire heliosphere on a global scale. Another source of neutral atoms, confined to the inner part of the Earth's orbit, is interplanetary dust which congregates toward the Sun close to the ecliptic plane. This latter source was considered in detail by Banks [1971] . Solar wind bombardment of a dust grain results in a penetration of hydrogen and helium ions into the surface layer to the depth of several hundred angstrems. This layer soon (less than few years) becomes saturated by intruder ions, aml outgassing of neutral atoms and molecules from the grain maintains the equilibrium. The estimates of this neutral particle source suffer from a large uncertainty in dust grain population and outgassing process details [Banks, 1971; Holzer, 1977; Fahr et al., 1981 ] . Banks [1971 ] first estimated the NSW flux due to charge exchange of the solar wind protons on the dust-produced neutrals.
The neutral component in the solar wind constitutes a rather small fraction, ---10 'n, of the solar wind at 1 All from the Sun (see section 4). As the solar wind expands further toward the boundaries of the heliosphere, this fraction gradually increases to 0.1-0.2 at the solar wind termination shock and plays an important role in global processes in the beliesphere. While the solar wind supersonic plasma flow is believed to be terminated by the shock, the NSW atoms easily penetrate the region of the heliospheric interface, enter the LISM and interact (via charge exchange) with the approaching flow of interstellar plaslua. The result of this interaction may become especially hnportant if the flow of interstellar plasma is supersonic and forms the bow shock (two-shock model [e.g., Baranov, 19901) The NSW flux has never been studied experimentally, and there are no direct experimental data on the NSW. The measurement of pickup ions in the solar wind [e.g., Gloecklet et al., 1993, and references therein], some of them being another product of the same process that gives rise to the NSW, is an independent, though indirect, confirnmtion of the validity of our understanding of the processes involved. The above arguments do not mean that the hot model has completely lost its validity and usefifiness for hydrogen. It is of little help in detemfining interstellar hydrogen characteristics in the unperturbed LISM, since a detailed model allowing for the effects of the heliospheric interface has yet to be developed. However, it can be reliably used for the kind of estimates required in this work providing certain modifications are marie. The straightforward way to improve the model is to use different values of velocities and temperatures for the LISM hydrogen and helium components at inf'mity. For helium the parmneters of the unperturbed ISG can be used, and for hydrogen the effective velocity and temperature consistent with the interplanetary glow experiments (performed in the inner solar system) should provide reasonable results. We also use a higher value of the helhnn-to-hydrogen nmnber density ratio than exists in the unperturbed LISM, the latter is believed to be close to The number density of interstellar helium atoms is higher than that of hydrogen atoms although the helium abundance is much smaller than that of interstellar hydrogen in the unperturbed LISM. The relative increase of the interstellar helium abundance inside Earth's orbit requires one to consider effects involving collisions of solar wind ions with neutral helium atoms. Helium atoms can often be disregarded further away from the Sun due to nmch smaller charge exchange cross sections and higher hydrogen atom munber densities.
Outgassing of Interplanetary Dust
Interplanetary space is filled with a population of dust which tends to congregate toward the Sun and is largely 
H2---> H + H,
is asstuned to be the only source of atonfic hydrogen. In equilibrium the production rate of hydrogen atoms is equal to their loss rate, n"2 x /•"2 x 2 x K = n. x /5. 
ENAs From the Heliospheric Interface
The solar wind is a higldy supersonic plasma flow into the LISM, which is characterized by a certain finite pressure. It is believed that this supersonic plasma flow temtinates at a solar wind ternfination shock front, beyond which its kinetic energy is largely converted into thermal energy in subsonic plasma. As neutral ISG atoms pass through the interface region, there is a certain probability for solar wind protons to charge exchange with interstellar gas and give rise to heliospheric ENAs (HELENAs). This 
Charge Exchange
The two most important solar wind ion components are protons and doubly charged helimn ions (alpha particles). Major components of the neutral gas participating ha charge exchange collisions are hydrogen atoms, hydrogen molecules, and helium atoms. The charge exchange processes contributing to the N SW production are The cross sections for processes (21)- (25) 
ENAs due to CME

Many typical features of CMEs were described recently in detail by Hildner [1992], Gosling [1992, 1993a, b], and
Hundhausen [1993] . For otlr modeling it is important that a large nonrecurrent geomagnetic storn• can be prrxluced by a strong CME with the leading edge velocity > 1000 krafts near the Sun. CMEs often spread more than 45 ø in heliocentric longitude and latitude, and they are characterized by increased abundance of helium (He + +/H +) and depression of plasma ion and electron temperatures. Consideration of the effects of shocks preceding CMEs as well as plasma between the shocks and CMEs are beyond the scope of the present work. We assrune here that a storm starts when CME plasma hnpinges on the magnetosphere.
The model of CME propagation chosen here uses an approach close to that of Hsieh et al. [1992] , the latter based on restilts of the computer sinrelation by Han et al. [1988] .
Several substantial modifications are, however, introduced by us to facilitate the computation.
It is assumed that at the moment of thne, to = 0, all parts of the CME has the same velocity V0, the CME's leading edge is located at Pl, its trailing edge is at P2, and its size in a radial direction is A. = Pl -P2 (Figtire 7).
Each CME element moves with a certain constant deceleration, a(p) < 0 , which is a linear fimction of the initial position of tlfis element, p(to). The CME leacling edge is moving faster than the trailing edge, that is l aCo,)l < laG031. As a CME moves toward the Earth, its radial size grows, it decelerates, and different parts of the CME move with different velocities. The CME leading edge reaches the Earth (at the time moment t•) and then after some time (at the time moment t2) the trailing edge passes the Earth. At this moment, t2, the trailing edge is at P4 = 1 AU, the leading edge is at P3, and the CME radial size is • = P3 -P4 (Figure 7 ). An advantage of such a model, which significantly simplifies the computation, is that at any given moment of time ions at a given point in the CME have only one radial velocity and conversely the ions with a given velocity can be found only at one point of the CME. We will assume here that p The maximum possible time delay between the CME/ENA advance warning and the onset of the storm is consequently t•-t3 = 1.6 X 10•s • 4.4 hours. For assumed initial CME velocity, V 0 = 1200 kroy's, the CME leading edge hnpinges on the Earth with the velocity, V, = V0 + a• t, = 905 km/s, and the trailing edge has the velocity, V2 = V0 + th t2 = 763 knffs at I AU.
The calculation of the probability for a hydrogen CME/-ENA to reach 1 AU without ionization is more complicated than in case of the stationary NSW hydrogen atoms. A CME/ENA is a subject of photoionization in the same way as NSW hydrogen. However, a contribution of the charge exchange cannot be neglected anymore. An ENA moves relative the gradually decelerating CME plasnm and at some moment of time crosses the CME's leading edge and continues its flight in the stationary unperturbed solar wiml. We assume here that no ionization due to charge exchange occurs when an ENA is inside the CME. This assumption is reasonable, since if the charge exchange does occur, a new ENA would have velocity close to that of the original ENA. Outside the CME, an ENA is a subject of charge exchange as a neutral atom moving relative the solar wind plasma with the velocity, VA -Vsw, where VA is the atom velocity relative the Sun. If an ENA is born with the velocity VA at the distance R• from the Sun and crosses the CME's leading edge at the distance, R 2, then the probability to reach the Earth (at Rs) (1 -------) From a computational point of view it is convenient to evaluate integrals (37) and (38) by selecting an element in the CME at to = 0 and considering the contribution of this element to the NSW flux during its propagation toward 1 AU. The sum of contributions of all elements initially constituting the CME would give the CME/ENA flux. The neutral particle radial number density distributions are known. The number density radial dependence of the CME ions and electrons is different from that of the stationary solar wind. At 1 AU the CME number density is not particularly higher than that of the stationary solar wind [e.g., Gosling, 1992] . To keep the model simple, we assume here that the CME's nt•mber density is Na•+ = 10 cm '3 at 1 AU and a solid angle subtended by the CME does not change with the propagation from the Sun. Such an assumption leads to a simple relation between plasnm number density at 1 AU and number density at arbitrary R, taking into account the radial expansion of the CME's size, A. The CME number density would be approxilnately factor 2 larger at 0.1 AU than it wouM be for a stationary expansion case. In reality, one can expect higher enhancement of the CME plasma density closer to the Sun since CMEs experience greater expansion in transit to the Earth than the stationary solar wind [e.g., Gosling, 1992] . The correction allowing for this effect will result in higher CME/ENA fluxes, especially for the early arriving neutral particles, than obtained from the present model. Therefore our estimates of the CME/ENA flux can be considered as conservative.
The alpha particle component in a CME is assumed to be As an example, the calculated tinhe dependence of the CME/ENA fluxes, Ga and G.., is shown in Figures 8a and 8b for 0 = 0 ø and 180 ø, correspondingly. The CME plasma impinges on the Earth (i.e., the geomagnetic storm starts) at the time moment t = 62 (one time unit, or time step, is 300 s = 5 rain; t = 0 does not coincide with the moment to). The CME's trailing edge passes the Earth at t = 120. The CME/ENA hydrogen flux (Figures 8a and  8b) consists of contributions of recombination (" recom") and charge exchange on interstellar ("isg") and dust-generated ("dust") neutrals.
We are interested mostly in ENA flux preceding the beginning of the storm (t < 62). One can see that the dustgenerated neutrals account for the major part of the hydro- • 1.5E+04. will restlit in higher ENA flux preceding the storm, the latter Until the CME impinges on the Earth, the CME/ENA flux arrives simultaneously with the quiescent NSW ENAs. Although the CME/ENA flux is slightly smaller than that of the quiescent NSW, energies of CME/ENAs are significantly higher. This energy dependence on ENA origin allows one to easily distinguish between the NSW and CME ENA fluxes.
The restilts of the CME/ENA shnulation are model sensitive. They show, however, the major characteristic CME/-ENA features (Figtires 8, 9, and 10 ) as well as demonstrate the relative in•portance of the processes involved. For higher CME number density and lower electron temperature the relative contribution of recombination would be larger, gen CME/ENA flux for 0 = 0 at the initial stage (t < 
Advance Storm Warning
The significant "high-energy" (E > 3 keV/amu) CME/ENA flux is expected 2.5 -3 hours before the arrival of the CME (Figure 8) . The advance warning instrumental package could be deployed at a spacecraft either inside or outside the magnetosphere (say at the Lagrangian point L1) and it should include ENA, plasma, and magnetic field instruments. A detection of the high-energy ENA flux triggers a prelhninary alert signal and starts the procedure to assess recently accumulated and current plasma and nmgnetic To conclude, the progress in development of ENA measurement technique suggests that both the quiescent NSW and CME/ENAs can be reliably measured at 1 AU from the Sun. Such measurements, performed continuously, can provide a basis for advance Warning of large geomagnetic storms, and prediction of their m_agnimde as well as for remote study of the dynamics of CME propagation outward from the Sun.
